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Taos, New Mexico. In the forest, November 20, 2004. Shortly after my arrival home from Italy.

Taos, New Mexico. End of October 2004.
epilogue....
Now I am pausing between movements. I cannot come home to Taos to rest: only to remember.....to breathe
and to remember.
The light of these early autumn days is fantastic...golden and very bright in the high mountain air.
I feel my life here...I feel it in a most simple way. A simple house. A small town. A quiet life going day by day.
I am not supposed to stay long. I am supposed to keep moving.
On this journey
people were changed; hearts were aﬀected, boundaries were dissolved.
What do I ﬁnd at the end of this passage through the sky-gate?
Someone I love asked me this question. The answer is..... I found myself living inside my heart.
My heart. Winter 2005.
This is the continuing story, a journal of the world journey of a Sacred Pipe.

What is this story about?
The world journey of the sacred pipe of one Ojibway man named
Turtle Heart.
....a beautiful gecko who
lived in the house I stayed
in on Pantelleria. The
little terra-cotta object is
an oil lamp, typical of the
Mediterranian home.

In this document is the record of his visit to Italy during August
through October of 2004.

Visiting a tiny island in the Mediteranian Sea, Pantelleria.
The painting of “Message to the Shamans”, the ceremonial
“Bowl of Dreamers”....a fantastic and unique ceremonial space.
Conducting a wedding in Parabiago, near Milano.
Conducting ﬁve sweat lodge ceremonies: Borgonovo, Parabiago,
Torino, Dhukamara, Pantelleria. The people, the food, the wine.

Sometimes I remember how much it hurts to let go of the life of my teachers; of my old
Indian teachers. One by one they died and day by day I hope somehow their love and their
spirits will live through my life and my behavior. It is painful sometimes....and lonely.
Sometimes everything hurts and I stand in the middle of my room weeping and feeling
helpless and powerless. I remember their faces; the feel of their breath on my face.The wild
light I could always see in their eyes when we were mentally and emotionally soaring inside
the teachings, the songs, the sacred silence.
In those moments I have found my songs, my rhythms on the sacred drum, my breath. In
my song I gift myself their ancient spirits, their loving excitement and joy. I try to keep
going.
Standing on the earth in Pantelleria, Italy I saw all the stars in the sky, all the water in the
sea, and all the light on this earth. My spirit soared and I felt like a sweet little bird sitting
and singing on the back of an old, old turtle.
I was singing where perhaps Julius ceaser or even Plato may have rested for a moment; may
have been nurtured by the same sacred silence.

Excerpts direct from the “Journal
of the World Travels of the Sacred
Pipe”. ©2004 AICAP
These comments are from the journal
kept on this work. We are using an Apple
Powerbook, Titanium G4 (1999).

27th Sep
Pantelleria. Wow.
This is a very intensely beautiful place that is beautifully intense.
There are many volcanic steams from the stones, hot pools near
the sea. Many exotic vegetables, including as a large caper and
a large wine industry. So far I am smoking more and drinking
a lot of Sicilian wine. There is an indigenous wine made from
white grapes that are ﬁrst hand-dried in the sun-it has a very
particular taste and is quite delicious, though it is a big surprise
to the palette which at ﬁrst may expect a more typical wine taste.
It has several forms; “za-be-bo” and “muscato”, for example.
Last night we attended at the last minute a great feast of fresh
seafood. I helped make the great meal and spent several hours
in the kitchen of this great farmhouse. This is no exotic kitchen;
a simple particular architectural style keeps the rooms small. It
is not fancy and classy like the friends on the mainland. It was
fantastic. I felt I could have been eating 200 years ago the same
food in the same house. In this night the moon is approaching
full.
Overall this was a noisy, and a very Sicilian, fantastic evening.

Full-Moon
Calamari and Shrimp
barbecue
Pantelleria, Sicily

“Captain Zabebo”

Our host for many great moments on Pantelleria is a
very well-known man on this island; his business card
identiﬁes him as Captain Zabebo. His farm produces
wine, vegetables and who knows what else. He is a
very sweet and interesting man. He can be very quiet
but observes everything, missing nothing. When he
speaks he has a lovely voice and his Italian hands are
like paintbrushes adding rich details to his stories. He
talked at some length about the impact of tourism on
his small island, which overall is not so very good for the
people who live here. His description of the behavior
of the many burdens and fantasies visitors bring to the
island sounded like the stories Indian people can tell
about Indian reservations and “tourists”. A scary story,
in fact, his narration. One only had to watch his eyes and
his hands as he related what can only be described as his
feelings. Relating feelings is not a typical Pantellerian
exercise, and certainly not a trait of Sicilian men generally.
His oratory is tied to his heart, or at least his search for
attention to the problem. I relished every minute spent
with him. The typically sullen Sicilian residents of this
island do not love him for his openness....

Ancient burial mound of ancient pantellerian
people. Giovani gave us a detailed tour and
narration on the artifacts and archaeology of
the ancient island people.
Euterpini: I was given a compelling tour of an astonishing estate
which was built by a most unusual Italian man who once worked
with Blackfoot Indian people. He has a great sculpture in the
Ahnishinabeg ancestor tradition (called a Wabeeno) at the entrance
to his land. It is very beautiful and amazing to see this American
Indian art on this tiny island in the Mediteranian Sea. His land
is so beautiful it made me sit down and weep. I have been taken
by very strong emotions in my body about this place. It has had a
very beautiful eﬀect on my spirit and my body. Living here would
be hard and lonely I think. Yet, it is a fantastic place. I am hoping
over the next hours or days to talk with this man who is the owner
of these lands and see what will happen. His guardian angel on the
island is a gentle and beautiful woman named Silvia. She prepared
for us a most unusual pasta made from ancient corn rather than
wheat. Silvia and I spent the better part of that day breathing and
walking on this land. Her love for Euterpini in particular and all of
Pantelleria is great and I saw many beautiful truths about Pantelleria
through her eyes.

Not much is known
of the ancient people
of Pantelleria. Many
very fascinating
archaeological ﬁnds
have been discovered
only in recent
years. The people
on the island prior
to 3,500 years ago
accomplished many
unique land-works,
dwellings, sophisticated
burials and a most
astonishing wall of
great height and
circumference.
3,500 years old cooking ﬁre.
Pre-ancestors of Pantelleria.

Sacred Pipe resting
in the morning sun of
Pantelleria.
October 2004

View of
Pantelleria as
you drive down
from the little
airport, which
can handle a full
747 jet. There
are direct ﬂights
from Milano
during the main
tourist season.

Julius Ceaser
Ceaser no doubt came ashore in Pantelleria.
This bust in ﬁne Italian marble was only rather
recently discovered on the island. It is one of
the pristine archaeological treasures that have
surfaced during recent investigations.
The stunning photograph of the bust is taken
in the sea of Pantelleria (the Mediterranian
Sea) by one of the island’s numerous famous
and well to do residents.....Fabrizio Ferri.

Among the oﬀerings which enticed me to come here was the
opportunity to sit in the high Mediterranean sun and get some color
and relaxation. The wind has been blowing hard enough to knock
a man over and it has been shivering cold with intense periods of
very strong, large rain. The cell phone connection has been largely
useless here. There are only a few places where there is much hope
of getting a signal in or out. Contact with the outside world, for the
traveller, is very limited here. I like this part very much. Everything
seems perfect. I have surrendered entirely to the sacred heart of this
place.
30 October 2004
Events and emotions are happening much to fast to keep up with
the opportunity to make notes. The short version is that this is a
fantastic experience which has also lead to several very important
meetings, an important painting, and a deep emotional experience
with and on the earth of this singular Italian community.

Sunday October 10th. Leaving Sicily via Palermo/
Leaving the island was very emotional: it was also hard to do. The crushing
vulgarity and absurdity of the airline check-in and security procedures at
the little airport, at all airports, really destroys any eﬀort you can make
towards actually feeling what you really feel.......as you are rushed oﬀ and
away from those who come with you to say their goodbyes. It was intensely
mechanical and intensely absurd....... only now as I ride an Italian airplane
packed to the brim, from Palermo to Milano, listening to poorly raised
children scream and make life seem even worse at this moment....... do I
ﬁnally feel some of the emotion of leaving Pantelleria. It is a really full
feeling. I realize in the chaotic noise of this airplane and the chaos and
running around of the next few days that I have no idea when I will have
time to be quiet and really be with my feelings. I want and need this time.
I came here on the 27th and now it seems an age...a life......a deep journey
into some other time and history of myself as a person....... I note that it is a
mere 13 days later that I leave this island and begin my journey homewards
to Taos.....after closing the ceremonies in Melzo and at Parabiago.

The behavior of the sacred pipe.
The Sacred River Otter-Clan Pipe was present during all of the
ceremonies in one form or another. The pipe was actually ﬁlled and
smoked a total of 3 times. It was passed around several times in circles
without being ﬁlled or lighted. It was used to touch the hearts of some
140 people; some of them several times over several ceremonies. In
Pantelleria it was passed around inside the sweat lodge. At Dhukamara
I wanted to smoke it with the staﬀ there, but I ended up waiting until
they all left. There was one staﬀ member there who was riding a huge
horse back and forth around the sweat lodge. He was a strange, loud
man. His behavior was clearly some sort of aggressive challange. It ws
my pleasure to ignore this man completely. So, I waited until everyone
ﬁnally left before starting the ﬁre with the sweat lodge stones...I smoked
alone there and then lighted the sweat lodge ﬁre. I did the same thing
in Torrino, but numerous people who were sitting around saw me do
this. In Borgonovo I went inside the sweat lodge with 5 other people. I
dressed in my skins and it was very hot in there. I put the pipe together
and spoke to those people inside and then I sat in the sweat lodge stones
hole and passed the pipe to each...holding the bowl while they smoked.
This was in fact a very beautiful ceremony and I feel we all touched the
experience quite directly.

In the wedding I performed in Parabiago, I lighted the pipe at the end of
the ceremony, to formalize the moment of the marriage. I did not pass
the pipe. I put the tribal smoke on the hearts of the married couple. In
other places the pipe was put together with the wooden stem. It was
arranged in such a way that people could see it. In almost every circle I
pressed it to the hearts of those present by having them stand while I
went to each in turn. Otherwise, the sacred pipe was a constant presence
during each moment of the wedding ceremony.
On Pantelleria we had a walk into a crevice, a deep opening with an old
forest inside of it. This includes some ancient oaks and trees with a very
high canopy. This part of the island has been visited by very few people
in modern times. The energy, the quiet were very profound. Inside I
oﬀered the pipe with Giovani and we smoked it one time and I blew
smoke on the others. I made a little song. It was a very short and rather
shy pipe smoking ceremony. It lasted all of 5 minutes.

(Random Note found in my pocket)
Today I had a moment to sit and sing on a place called Pantelleria, a
small island in the south Mediteranian Sea. This song was a very good
one and I believe I felt and found out many things about this place.
The food and the wine are so strong and beautiful that it is true such
places have a powerful seductive quality. I must remind myself of this
and have been warned about this several times. Having said so, then
I continue to celebrate and feel one of the most interesting places I
have seen on this earth. I have met several intensely unique people
here. Today I have discovered that many of the high volcanic stones
are quite easy to carve.
To the island, a sacred woman:
I see that you have secrets....things that you do that the people closest
to you do not know about. We call this secrets. I will keep your secrets,
I know how to do this. Except the ones that hurt my heart only because
my heart hurts when it hurts. Yes I will keep them but they will hurt
me.

Shamano e messagio:
I am on the 3rd day of a painting
on a big table. It is going right
along, but also seems to go slowly.
On the 13th of Oct there is a big
workshop on shamanism being
held here and I am determined to
leave them a message using this
table which is right next to the
kitchen which feeds everyone.
My schedule. I had to go with
several unique charecters and get
the certiﬁcate from a dr saying I
am to sick to ﬂy. This was the only
way to change the schedule as I
was supposed to go back to the
usa several weeks ago. If I could
see a way to just stay here I would
not go anywhere. I am not the only
one who feels this way about me
and this island.

Later I was back inside my skin
I remembered where you and I had been
I smoked cigarettes all night, lighting
one
Only to find when I sat down, another
one
Already on fire
And
smoking
This went on for several days....

The wedding altar, a
detail. This is an earth
painting made with
3 kinds of ﬂower, salt
and cornmeal.
It was from this altar,
and an accompanying
sacred ﬁre, that two
people were married
with the sacred pipe.
Parabiago, Italy.

Old Church.....(from behind)
Damuze architecture; a very old form of providing
shelter, insulation from wind and sun, and the
collection of rain water. The details of this building
style is shown very well in this photograph.
There is no fresh water on Pantelleria. Before
water showed up in plastic bottles, rain water was
the primary, and sometimes only, means to have
drinkable water.
The cacti in the forground are huge.....much
taller than a person. The terraced ﬁelds in
the background can be found everywhere on
Pantelleria. They have been built up stone by
stone over centuries.
The number of people who know how to make
and maintain these historical structures is less
and less each year I think. In one day a man can
make much more money from providing tourist
services than many days of lifting heavy stones.

Historically, the walls of damuze can be quite thick,
as seen here. This is typical of older damuze. Behind
the plaster there are many stacked, shaped volcanic
stones. Much of this was built without any cement
or mortar for the stones; including extensive arches
and long curving lines. One drawback for many
modern people is that pantelleria evolved from a
conservative, cautious past. The rooms are small.
The windows and doors are small. It was the best
defense against the many severe conditions the
ancient ones faced.
Though distinctly Italian, Pantelleria and it’s
architecture and farming methods owe a lot to the
arabic cultures to the south.
The language is a great challange. Like all
Italian languages, there is some art and
tradition which the ear expects to receive.
Pantesco is an Italian language of Sicily and
layered with an intense an unique local dialect.

Sweat lodges took place
in 5 diﬀerent locations
and involved some 50
people and several dogs.

Sweat Lodge Stories

Parabiago,
Melzo.

Ceremonial Fires

Pantelleria,

Pantelleria
People
sweet
beautiful
joyful, fascinating
Italian People !!!

Dhukamara, in the mountains
above Bologna.

Friends and the mother of the groom, Parabiago

Wedding moments, Parabiago

Parabiago, basket-maker in Sicily, Bianca in a tree in
Borgonovo, Carrlotta at Dhukamara.

The angels of
Borgonovo.....

Dhukamara and near Torino

Borgonovo and Pantelleria

Sicily
and
Pantelleria

Antonio being amused by Americans
in Borgomo.....and his traktor
Borgonovo...

in

Sharp-Knife man,
Lorena in Sicily,
Giovani
in
Melzo...

Samantha,
Robbie and Silvia
in Pantelleria....
Tamarah in Sicily.

Food
glorious, perfect Italian Food
!!!!

Borgonovo, Dhukamara

Sicily......and Maize Pasta (pumpkin) in Pantelleria

In Borgonovo, the best-tasting tomatoes, my body was
very happy to eat almost every one of these fantastic
tomatoes...!!

Breakfast and the sideboard,
Melzo.....

Melzo...and
Pantelleria......

Pantelleria
and the kitchen of Silvia.....

In Pantelleria, at Euterpini, the mushrooms are right next to the
kitchen so you can look at them in the morning and eat them for
lunch......

Silvia, the master of her joyful and abundant and
delicious kitchen.....pasta made from corn.....

The kitchen of Captain
Zabeebo and the juiciness of
the fruits of Pantelleria....

The feast
of the ﬁsh
12 courses
in Sicily....on the right is a
photo I took over my head
with no idea of what was
behind me at all....and I love
this photograph...!!!

Sicily

Parabiago
the wedding wines......

The house-blessing in Parabiago....the
refreshments of Pantelleria....

Pantelleria, October 2004....

The grapes of Antonio
and
Francesca
of
Borgonovo......

The working tools of
Dhukamara.....
an organic farming and
educational cooperative in the
mountains above Bologna

A sacred pipe discovered near
Torino....the sacred river otter
bundle upon arrival, August 10,
2004 in Parabiago.

a few of the animals of the
travels.....Captain Zabeebo’s
ostrich on Pantelleria, the
happiest cow I have ever seen,
at Dhukamara, and Ghudi, in
Melzo....

Pantelleria, Sicily

epilogue.......27 November 2004
I have come back to Italy, back to Pantelleria. My spirit and my soul wants to know more.
My feelings and many dreams of Pantelleria demand this.....my heart wants it. As of the
publication date of this documnent I am visiting in the north of Italy and waiting to catch
an airplane to Pantelleria to begin work on a project we are calling “the bowl of dreamers”
on the beautiful grounds of Euterpini. More on this project will be published in future
editions of the digital tribal arts quarterly.

Donations:
Consider going to www.aicap.org
Make a donation to support the non-proﬁt World Journey of the Sacred River
Otter-Clan Bundle and the continued free publication of the Digital Tribal Arts
Quarterly.
www.aicap.org/donate
Walking in beauty will take us home.
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